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HCI and IR
• IR and HCI are related fields with strong traditions
that have been challenged and energized by the
WWW.
• The type and nature of content have evolved and
changed
– New data types
– New content relationships
– More dynamicity

• The type and nature of users have evolved.
– No expert users
– High expectations
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HCIR

• “we think of information interaction from the
perspective of an active human with information
needs, information skills, powerful digital library
resources (that include other humans) situated in
global and local connected communities – all of
which evolve over time.” Marchionini’06
(http://www.asis.org/Bulletin/Jun-06/marchionini.html)
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User-oriented IR system features
• Should be implemented and evaluated in a way that
reflects the users’ needs
• Cannot just deliver the relevant documents, but must
also provide facilities for making meaning with those
documents
• Should increase user responsibility and control
• Should have flexible architectures
• Should aim to be part of information ecology of personal
and shared memories and tools
• Should support the entire information life cycle
• Should support tuning by end users
• Should be engaging and fun to use
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Key Issues
• User interface
– comprises the elements that the user comes into contact
with when using a computing system
– the interaction part
• how the user interface works and its behaviour in response to what
the user does while performing a task

– the interface software part
•

the implementation of the interaction component

• User-oriented evaluation
– traditional methods mainly concerned with system-oriented
measurements (precision and recall), but not on usability
– no well-established evaluation approaches for studying
users and their interactions with information retrieval
systems
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User interface techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•

Query reformulation
Browsing
Faceted search and navigation
Lookahead
Relevance feedback
Summarization, analytics and visual presentation
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Lookahead
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Appropriate Evaluation Metrics and Models

•
•
•
•

Performance measures
Interaction measures
Usability measures
Contextual measures
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Evaluation Metrics, Models and Techniques
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Interactive Recall and Precision
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Multi-level relevance and rank measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cumulated gain measures
Ranked half-life
Expected search length
Expected search duration
Average search length
Immediate accuracy
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Cumulated gain and ranked half-life
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Time-based measures
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Other measures
•
•
•
•

Informativeness
Cost and utility measures
Contextual measures
User characteristics
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Measures of information needs
• Task-related measures (e.g. task-type, task
familiarity, task difficulty and complexity)
• Topic-related measures (e.g. topic familiarity and
domain expertise)
• Persistence of information need
• Immediacy of information need
• Information-seeking stage
• Purpose, goals and expected use of the results
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Interaction measures
•
•
•
•
•

Number of queries
Number of search results viewed
Number of documents viewed
Number of documents saved
Query length
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Usability
• According to ISO 9241-11, usability is defined as

“the extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use“.
• ISO 9241 also identifies the most useful indicators in
measuring the level of usability of a product. They are:
• effectiveness in use (accuracy and completeness through
which users achieve certain results);
• efficiency in use (resources utilized in relation to accuracy and
completeness through which users achieve certain results);
• satisfaction in use (freedom from inconveniences and positive
attitude towards the use of a product).

Usability and System design
The usability measures the distance between the “designer model” or
the computer-system model and its modalities of use in possession
of the designer, and the “user model” - the functioning model of the
system that the user creates and which regulates its interaction with
the system itself. The closer the models, the more the system is to be
considered as usable in relation to the customer-user data. In this
respect, the usability level of a product is only measurable in the real
work environment, during the real use of the product by a specific
user.
ISO 9241-11 defines the context of use as an environment containing
users, tasks to carry out, hardware and software resources or other
materials used and the physical and social conditions in which the
product is used. However, the learning capacity, the level of work
experience, education, the personal consideration that the user has
on how the system works and the purposes of its use are mainly the
characteristics to be taken into consideration.

Some Metrics from ISO 9241
Usability
objective

Effectiveness
measures

Efficiency
measures

Satisfaction
measures

Suitability
for the task

Percentage of
goals achieved

Time to
complete a task

Rating scale
for satisfaction

Appropriate for
trained users

Number of power
features used
an expert user

Relative efficiency
compared with
power features

Rating scale for
expert satisfaction

Learnability

Percentage of
functions learned

Time to learn
criterion

Rating scale for
ease of learning

Error tolerance

Percentage of
errors corrected
successfully

Time spent on
correcting errors

Rating scale for
error handling

Usability measures
• Effectiveness
– Error rate
– Binary task completion

• Efficiency
– the overall time the subject takes
– amount of time the subject spends doing specific things
– amount of time the subject spends in specific or different
modes

•
•
•
•
•

Satisfaction
Preference
Mental effort and cognitive load
Flow and engagement
Learning and cognitive transformation
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IR system
• A device interposed between a potential user of
information and the information collection itself
(Harter 1986)
• Three major components:
– Database
– Communication channel (interface)
– User

• Cognitive aspects of the user are getting more
consideration
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Models

• Ingwersen’s cognitive model, five dimensions for
the cognitive viewpoint
– Information processing takes place in senders and
recipients of messages;
– Processing takes place at different levels;
– During communication of information any actor is
inﬂuenced by its past and present experiences (time) and
its social, organizational and cultural environment;
– Individual actors inﬂuence the environment or domain;
– Information is situational and contextual
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Models (2)
• Belkin’s episodes model, what happens in
interaction as a process
– Processes of judgement, use, interpretation, etc depending
on user’s goals, tasks
– Processes of navigation, comparison, summarization, etc
– Involving different aspects of information and information
objects

• Saracevic’s stratified model of IR interaction
– Users interact with IR systems in order to use information
– The use of information is connected with cognition and
then situational application
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Models(3)
• Ellis’ model of information-seeking behaviours
– Five information seeking characteristics: 1) starting, 2)
chaining, 3) browsing, 4) differencing, 5) monitoring, and 6)
extracting

• Kuhlthau’s model
– Defines the tasks involved in the information seeking process
from a psychological perspective, containing affective/feelings,
cognitive/thoughts, and physical/action activities
– Stages: Initiation, Selection, Exploration, Formulation,
Collection and Presentation

• IIR (interactive information retrieval) evaluation model
– realistic scenarios and the (call for) alternative performance
measures
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Models(4)
• Allen’s model
COMPONENT

METHOD

TASK

Resource Analysis

Description of information system
functionality

Describe resources used to
complete the tasks.

User Needs Analysis

 Questionnaire (qualitative and
 Users goals, purpose,
quantitative data)
objectives, actions, individual
 Log statistics (quantitative data) preferences.
 Measures like time, type of
actions

Task analysis

Hierarchical Task Analysis

Users tasks, goals and activities
that they accomplish when
meeting their needs.

Requirement lists (qualitative
data)

Requirements for user interface
redesign

User Modeling
Designing for usability
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Models(5)
• Ahmed’s user-centered approach
– competitive analysis of an existing IR system to perform
usability testing.
– user task analysis based on activities during usability test.
– initial prototype design drawn from task analysis.
– heuristic evaluation of the initial prototype design.
– interactive prototype design, incorporating input from heuristic
evaluation.
– formative evaluation of the interactive prototype using task
scenarios.
– revised prototype design based on formative evaluations, and
finally.
– summative evaluation of the final prototype design and a
comparison of the results with the results of competitive
analysis for performing the same tasks
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Usability evaluation
• Goals of evaluation
– assess extent of system functionality
– assess effect of interface on user
– identify specific problems

• Where? Occurs in laboratory, field and/or in
collaboration with users

• What? Evaluates both design and implementation
• When? Should be considered at all stages in the
design life cycle

• Who? Users and/or experts

Framework for Usability Evaluation in IR
• Participants
– HCI Experts (as usual)
– Users
• To investigate people information seeking needs
• Crowdsourcing and mechanical Turk

• Tasks
–
–
–
–

Formulation and submission of a query
Examination of the results
Possible feedback loop to re-formulate the query
Integration of search results and evaluation of the whole
search
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Crowdsourcing
• The act of sourcing tasks traditionally performed by specific
individuals to a group of people or community (crowd) through an
open call.
• The concept of crowdsourcing depends essentially on the fact that
because it is an open call to a group of people, it gathers those who
are most fit to perform tasks, solve complex problems and contribute
with the most relevant and fresh ideas.
• The public may be invited to develop a new technology, carry out a
design task, refine or carry out the steps of an algorithm, etc.
• Mass collaboration enabled by Web 2.0 technologies to achieve
business goals.
• The Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a crowdsourcing Internet
marketplace. It is one of the suites of Amazon Web Services.
• The Requesters are able to post tasks requiring human intelligence.
• Workers can then browse among existing tasks and complete them
for a monetary payment set by the Requester.
• Requesters can ask that Workers fulfill Qualifications before
engaging a task, and they can set up a test in order to verify the
Qualification. They can also accept or reject the result sent by the
Worker, which reflects on the Worker's reputation

Framework for Usability Evaluation in IR(2)
• Usage of realistic scenarios
• Simulated work task situation
• Usability measures
– Effectiveness
•
•
•
•
•
•

interactive recall
interactive precision
interactive TREC precision
informativeness
cost
Utility

– Efficiency
• the overall time the user takes
• the time the user takes doing specific things
• the time the user takes in specific or different modes

– Satisfaction
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Framework for Usability Evaluation in IR(3)
• Interaction measures
–
–
–
–
–
–

Number of queries
Number of search results viewed
Number of documents viewed
Number of documents saved
Query length
Appropriate combinations of the above measures

• User characteristic measures
– sex, age, profession, computer experience, search
experience, Internet perceptions, cognitive style, etc.
– Preference
– Mental effort and cognitive load
– Flow and engagement
– Learning and cognitive transformation
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Information need measures
• Task-related measures (e.g., task type, task
familiarity, task difficulty)
• Topic-related measures (e.g., topic familiarity and
domain expertise)
• Peristence of information need
• Immediacy of information need
• Information-seeking stage
• Purpose, goals and expected use of the results
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Information Foraging theory (Pirolli and Card
1999)

• Describes IR behaviour through the similarity with food
foraging
• The basis is a cost and benefit assessment of achieving a
goal where cost=resources consumed, benefit=what is gained
• Cost-benefit assessment essential for any goal-driven activity
(like IR)
• Key concepts: food source, location where to find it, tools
available, benefit
• Information: items fulfilling the information need, information
patches in which information is clustered, information scent
determining the value of the items, information diet
determining the decision on which items
• Challenge of IR community is to design interfaces that
effectively support these concepts
• ACT-IF cognitive process model for evaluating IR systems
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Framework for Usability Evaluation in IR(4)
• Evaluation methods
– Expert-based
• heuristic evaluation
• cognitive walkthrough

– User-based
• usability tests
• observational methods (e.g. think aloud, stimulated recall/post-task
walkthrough, transaction logging)
• query techniques (e.g., questionnaires and interviews)
• physiological monitoring methods (e.g., eye tracking, measuring skin
conductance, measuring heart rate)
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Heuristic Evaluation
• Proposed by Nielsen and Molich.

• usability criteria (heuristics) are identified
• design examined by experts to see if these are
violated
• Example heuristics
– system behaviour is predictable
– system behaviour is consistent
– feedback is provided

• Heuristic evaluation `debugs' design
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Cognitive Walkthrough
Proposed by Polson et al.
– evaluates design on how well it supports user in learning task
– usually performed by expert in cognitive psychology
– expert ‘walks though’ design to identify potential problems
using psychological principles
– forms used to guide analysis

• For each task walkthrough considers
– what impact will interaction have on user?
– what cognitive processes are required?
– what learning problems may occur?

• Analysis focuses on goals and knowledge: does the
design lead the user to generate the correct goals?
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Usability tests (Controlled experiments)
• Controlled evaluation of specific aspects of
interactive behaviour
• Evaluator chooses hypothesis to be tested
• A number of experimental conditions are
considered which differ only in the value of some
controlled variable.
• Changes in behavioural measure are attributed to
different conditions
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Usability tests (2)
• Subjects
– who – representative, sufficient sample

• Variables
– things to modify and measure
– independent variable (IV)
characteristic changed to produce different conditions - e.g. interface
style, number of menu items

– dependent variable (DV)
characteristics measured in the experiment - e.g. time taken, number
of errors.
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Usability tests (3)
• Hypothesis
– what you’d like to show
– prediction of outcome
– framed in terms of IV and DV - e.g. “error rate will increase
as font size decreases”
– null hypothesis: states no difference between conditions,
aim is to disprove this - e.g. null hyp. = “no change with
font size”
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Usability tests (4)

• Experimental design
– how you are going to do it
– within groups design
• each subject performs experiment under each condition.
• transfer of learning possible
• less costly and less likely to suffer from user variation.

– between groups design
•
•
•
•

each subject performs under only one condition
no transfer of learning
more users required
variation can bias results.
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Usability tests – Analysis of data
• Before you start to do any statistics:
– look at data
– save original data

• Choice of statistical technique depends on
– type of data
– information required

• Type of data
– discrete - finite number of values
– continuous - any value
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Heuristic evaluation vs. Usability testing
• Doubleday et al. (1997)
– The expert evaluators identified 86 usability problems
whereas 38 problems were identified in the user testing.
However, none of the 38 problems found by user testing
were identified by the expert evaluators.

• Cogdill (1999)
– the expert evaluators identified 27 usability problems
compared to 21 problems found in the usability test.
– Using both heuristic evaluation and usability testing
resulted in a high degree of comprehensiveness in the
study.

• Expert-based and user-based evaluation methods
can play a complementary role in evaluating
information retrieval systems
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Transaction logging
• Re-popularized method
• Relies on computer and Web monitoring tools in
order to collect logs characterizing user’s interaction
with the system
• Most transaction logging tools can run in the
background while the user interacts with the
information retrieval system, without causing any
distractions or disruption
• Can capture users’ natural search behaviours
without interrupting them
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Questionnaires (1)
• Set of fixed questions given to users
• Advantages
– quick and reaches large user group
– can be analyzed more rigorously

• Disadvantages
– less flexible
– less probing

• Need careful design
– what information is required?
– how are answers to be analyzed?

• Styles of question
– General, open-ended, scalar, multi-choice, ranked
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Questionnaires (2)
• Can be used at various points during an evaluation
of an IR system
• Various types
– screening questionnaire
– pre-study questionnaire
– post-study questionnaire

• Can be administered electronically or manually
• Studies show that subjects’ responses to closedquestions were significantly more positive when
elicited electronically, than manually
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Interviews
• Analyst questions user on one-to -one basis
usually based on prepared questions
• Informal, subjective and relatively cheap
• Advantages
– can be varied to suit context
– issues can be explored more fully
– can elicit user views and identify unanticipated problems

• Disadvantages
– very subjective
– time consuming

• In IR interviews seem to be more appropriate when one
is asking complex, abstract questions than when one is
asking relatively easy questions
• Can also be useful in information retrieval evaluation
during simulated recall/post-task walkthrough
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Think aloud (1)
• User observed performing task
• User asked to describe what he is doing and why,
what he thinks is happening etc.
• Advantages
– simplicity - requires little expertise
– can provide useful insight
– can show how system is actually use

• Disadvantages
– subjective
– selective
– act of describing may alter task performance
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Think-aloud (2)
• Users may have a difficult time simultaneously
articulating their thoughts and carrying out the
information retrieval task that they have been given
• Additional cognitive demands
• Short training task
• Also simulated recall/post-task walkthrough
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Post-task walkthrough
• The researcher records the screen of the computer
as the user performs the searching task. After the
searching task is complete, the recording is played
back to the user who is then asked to articulate
his/her thoughts and decision-making as the
recording is played
• Transcript played back to participant for comment
– immediately  fresh in mind
– delayed  evaluator has time to identify questions

• Useful to identify reasons for actions and
alternatives considered
• Necessary in cases where think aloud is not
possible
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Protocol analysis

• Paper and pencil – cheap, limited to writing speed
• Audio – good for think aloud, difficult to match with other
protocols

• Video – accurate and realistic, needs special equipment,
obtrusive

• Computer logging – automatic and unobtrusive, large
amounts of data difficult to analyze

• User notebooks – coarse and subjective, useful insights,
good for longitudinal studies

• Mixed use in practice.
• audio/video transcription difficult and requires skill.
• Some automatic support tools available
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Choosing an evaluation method
when in process:

design vs. implementation

style of evaluation:

laboratory vs. field

how objective:

subjective vs. objective

type of measures:

qualitative vs. quantitative

level of information:

high level vs. low level

level of interference:

obtrusive vs. unobtrusive

resources available:

time, subjects,
equipment, expertise

More work needed to define a complete IR-tailored
evaluation framework
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